Jack the Pilot
Jack’s mother, Norma, was for many years the Society Editor of the Ft. Lauderdale News, and
she had a regular column entitled The Palm Leaf Fan in which she wrote about events in town
ranging from group activities such as bridge parties and dances to details about someone’s
grandchildren who had come to visit from up North. But in her column from September 19,
1938, the following appeared:
Jack Prescott has been mourning the loss of his original gas model, “John Thomas,” that
annoying red and yellow streak which refused to start in the air meet here but which
performed magnificently when no officials where near—so magnificently that it was last
seen heading toward Pompano. He has worked all summer on “Polka Dot” which won the
Sunday contest for monitored jobs. His motor having “gone with the wind” and John
Thomas, John Day’s motor was utilized, and a sweet combination it proved to be.
She was writing about a model airplane show in which Jack had participated shortly before his
16th birthday. In a conversation with his brother, Mack, many years later, I learned that the
“John Thomas” plane was later recovered when members of the Seminole tribe brought it to
the Prescott house one day. It had run out of gas in the Everglades, and Jack had fortuitously
written his address on the plane.
This incident is the first documented evidence of Jack’s fascination with aircraft and with flying,
but certainly not the last. Just over a year later, at the age of 17, he became the youngest pilot
in Ft. Lauderdale, and then the fun really began. He described to me how he would practice
snap rolls while flying down the beach at an altitude of 50 feet. He also told of flying planes
under the drawbridges that span the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway by tilting the wings so that
the plane was at an angle. “It used to scare the bridge tender half to death,” said Jack.
In the picture below, Jack and another student are posing in front of the plane in which they are
about to have a flying lesson at Thompson Aviation in Ft. Lauderdale.

At 17, Jack Prescott (right) became the youngest
pilot in Ft. Lauderdale.
By 1943, Jack was 21 and the United States was involved in WWII. Jack volunteered and was
accepted into the Civil Air Patrol flying out of Lantana airbase near West Palm Beach. These
pilots were looking for Nazi submarines in single-engine trainers each with a 500-pound bomb
strapped to the bottom. The pilot pictured with Jack in the picture below was Bob Mosely,
whose brother Zack drew the well-known comic strip “Smilin’ Jack,” in which Dad claimed to
have occasionally appeared as a minor character. In 2005, Bob Mosely sent me the photo along
with some stories about Jack the Pilot that I had not previously heard. In one of them, they had
some tense moments when their engine quit about five miles offshore, but Jack was able to get
it started again. In the picture, the relatively small design of the planes is evident, and it is a
wonder that a 500-pound bomb could be carried at all.
In 1946, Jack received a letter of commendation from President Truman for his work in this
important civilian operation, but that was just the start of his wartime flying.

Lieutenants Jack Prescott and Bob Mosely, Civil Air Patrol, 1943
USAAC Service 1944-1945
In 1944, Jack enlisted in the United States Army Air Corps and began ferrying newly-built P-51
Mustang fighter planes from one coast to the other. This continued until September 3, when
an incident caused him to be transferred to another, more dangerous duty. As he told the story,
he had a glrl friend in Charlottesville, Virginia whose house he would fly over, and the number
of towels laid out on the roof would tell him whether or not she was available for the weekend.
On September 3, however, he saw no towels at all, so he flew down quite a bit lower (100 feet)
to get a closer look. This was how somebody got the number on his plane, and the next month
he found himself in India. The truth of this story is documented in one of the pages from his
logbook printed below. The Charlottesville flight took place on 9/3, and the very next entry is
his first flight from India to China on 10/13.
It was in this way that Jack became a “hump” flier—one of the pilots who flew C-47 transport
planes from India to China over the Himalaya mountains, and the October 13 flight was the first
of 83 missions through May of 1945. Jack told many stories about this time in his life—
searching desperately for an airfield while running low on fuel, witnessing an injury to a Chinese
worker hit by a plane on the runway, after which his co-workers laughed and applauded
because they perceived that he was going to die and go to a better place. What Jack wrote
about most frequently in the logbook comments, though, was the lack of a cockpit heater in
many of the flights, which made the high-altitude flights seriously cold operations. His feet
remained very sensitive to cold for the rest of his life.

Captain Jack Prescott, United States Army Air Corps
In 2005, I travelled to Chongqing, China to adopt my daughter, Lily, and had the opportunity to
see one of the airfields where Jack landed during the war. General Joseph Stilwell’s
headquarters is preserved as a museum there, and the local residents still remember the
contributions made by the American pilots who are referred to as “fei hu dui” or Flying Tigers,
after Claire Chennault’s corps of volunteer who flew those missions earlier in the war. The
pictures below are from the museum’s collection and show the airfield in the middle of the
river along with the kinds of planes involved in this massive operation.
For his efforts in this part of the war effort, Jack was awarded a Distinguished Flying Cross, and I
carry that with me along with his pilot wings when I play taps every year on Veteran’s Day.
Sometimes, if I listen closely, I can hear his voice speaking to me as I play, and I remember the
sacrifices he and many others made.

The airfield is on a big sandbar in the Yangtze River (upper right). This picture is from the
Stilwell Museum in Chongqing.

These are the C-47 transports the Hump fliers used.

“buzzed” Charlottesville, Virginia
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April 21-May 27, 1945

When Jack married my mother, Carol, in 1958, he owned and operated a laundry. He had flown
for some commercial transport airlines after the war, but he didn’t like the cold places he
sometimes had to fly into (Goose Bay, Labrador). It is likely, too, that his manic-depressive
illness was intensified by his wartime experiences, and this made it difficult for him to establish
a career in any sustained way. Still, flying remained a passion for him, and he became obsessed
with the idea of delivering bundles of folded laundry to his customers by helicopter. This idea
did not come to fruition, but a friend gave him a watch inscribed on the back to “Jack Prescott’s
Helicopter Laundry Service” which he had for many years.
His efforts to make a pilot out of me were also unsuccessful—I suffered from airsickness in
small planes, but I was able to assist him on one memorable flight. Jack’s mother, Norma,
passed away on December 1, 1976, during my senior year in high school. After the memorial
service, he and I drove out to Executive Airport where Dad had arranged to borrow a Cessna
150 from Red Aircraft in order to scatter the ashes from the air. We flew east until we were
about a mile off the coast, into the Atlantic and just parallel with the giant Seagrape trees of
Birch State Park.. He then told me to take the bag of my grandma’s ashes and dump them out
the window. What I had not considered was effect of the airspeed combined with the limited
opening capability of the window, and the resulting wind tunnel blew some of the ashes
straight back into the plane and onto my face. It was like Ash Wednesday on steroids. Plan B
was for me to take the wheel while Dad carefully held the bag outside the window of the plane,
then turned it upside down. This was far more successful, and Norma Prescott Powell became
part of Ft. Lauderdale beach. After we landed, I returned to school, and secretly wore my
grandmother as a badge of honor for the rest of the day.
Jack’s pilot license was not renewed when he was 65 years old because he could not tell the
examiner how to weight and balance a Cessna 150. The Alzheimer’s that would control much
of the rest of his life was already having an effect, and it was something of a relief to Carol that
he was no longer allowed to fly. He had flown for 50 years and logged over 20,000 hours in the
air, and had clearly realized his dream of flight.

